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Abstract. Approaches in Arabic temporal question answering systems are in 

their first steps compared to other languages. They are often confronted to com-

plex temporal information or a real ambiguity. Our goal is to solve this problem 

by developing an Arabic temporal resource. This paper deals with answering 

questions about temporal information involving several forms of inference to 

obtain a relevant answer.  

Ar-TQAS, an Arabic Temporal Question Answering System based on the con-

struction of a temporal resource, has been implemented. 

Keywords: Question answering system, Arabic language, temporal inference, 

Arabic temporal resource. 

1 Introduction 

In general, a Question Answering (QA) system aims to generate a precise answer to a 

given question in natural language. Indeed, many approaches are developed in this 

context. They deal with different domains, various types of questions and use differ-

ent information resources (for example: a database, a collection of documents, a 

knowledge base and the Web) [1]. In this paper, we focus on the task of answering to 

temporal question in Arabic. We propose a new method which allows improving the 

performance of traditional Arabic temporal question answering systems. This new 

method is based on the construction of an Arabic temporal resource for the resolution 

of temporal inferences. Therefore, the challenge of developing a system capable of 

obtaining a relevant and concise answer is obviously of great benefit [2]. The chal-

lenge becomes huge when we try automatically process a complex natural language 

such Arabic. This complexity is mainly due to the inflectional nature of Arabic. 

Moreover, in our chosen field, research on temporal entity extraction in English, 

German, French, or Spanish, uses local grammars, finite state automata [3] and neural 

networks [4] to detect temporal entities. These techniques do not work well directly 

for Arabic due mainly to the rich morphology and high ambiguity rate of Arabic tem-

poral information [5]. Thus we propose a solution to infer complex temporal informa-

tion through an Arabic temporal resource.  
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This paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we give some earlier and re-

lated researches in Arabic question answering systems. Then, we present the temporal 

notion in the third section. After that, in the section 4, we detail our proposed method 

and its different stages. While section 5 details the experiment setup and the obtained 

results. And we close with a conclusion of this work and make suggestions for future 

researches. 

2 Related works and motivations 

In this section, we present previous work related to question answering systems in 

Arabic language. These systems are still few compared to the number of those devel-

oped in English, French languages. 

In fact, the technology of Arabic question answering has been dealt since the 1993s 

with the AQAS system presented in [6]. This is the first system for the Arabic lan-

guage. It is a knowledge based QA system that allows returning answers to questions 

 (e.g.: Who, What, Where, When) from structured data and not from a raw text. Ara-

biQA (Arabic question answering system) is an Arabic question answering system 

developed by [7] that deals with factoid questions. It is based on a generic architecture 

based on three integrated modules; a NER (Named Entity Recognition) module, a 

passage retrieval system (JIRS) and an Answer Extraction (AE) module. Another 

work focusing on named entities provides AQuASys [8] which is a Question Answer-

ing System that makes it possible for the user to ask a question formulated in Arabic 

natural language. The correct answering question is related to a named entity that can 

be of any type: person, place, organization, time, quantity, location, etc. AQuASys 

takes as input questions starting with interrogative words (e.g.: ٍي /who, يب /what, ٍَأ 

/where, ًيز /when,  كى انعددَخ /how many,  كى انكًُخ /how much). QARAB [9] is a QA 

system that takes a set of questions in Arabic language and provides short answers. 

The source of knowledge of this system is a collection of Arabic newspaper texts 

taken from the AL-RAYA newspaper published in Qatar. QARAB uses superficial 

language understanding to deal with problems and it doesn’t attempt to understand the 

content of the question at a deep semantic level. A QA system that deals with defini-

tional questions is DefArabicQA (Arabic definitional Question Answering System) 

developed by [10]. The system searches for candidate definitions using a set of lexical 

patterns and categorizes them using heuristic rules. DefArabicQA classifies defini-

tions using a statistical approach. Bakari et al, develop a new approach to questions 

answering system based on the automatic understanding of Arabic texts to transform 

them into representation logic [11]. They use techniques of textual entailment recog-

nition.  

The challenge becomes important when we try to create capabilities of the processing 

and recognition of Arabic temporal information for the answers to the questions. 

When the question asked by the user refers directly or indirectly to a temporal expres-

sion, the answer is expected to validate the temporal constraints. In this context, TPE 

[12], an Arabic QA system, has been proposed based on temporal inference. It deals 

with the relationships between temporal expressions and events mentioned in the 
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question and relies on temporal inference to justify the answer. This system consists 

of answering questions that start with temporal signals by an answer pattern. During 

this work, Omri et al, found problems at the level of the temporal inference [12]. In 

the same context, we present a new method based on Arabic temporal resource for the 

resolution of temporal inferences. For example, the expected answer type of question 

Q1 is a Date: 

 

 Q1 :  ؟األزضيزً َحجر حسس 

Q1: When is it favored to plow the land? 

 

The expected answer type is an argument of the first event Evt1= َحجر / favored and 

the second event Evt2=  األزضحسس  / plow the land. 

The answer A1:  ٍانعىدانهُبن  / Black Nights, extracted from the context P1: 

 

 : P1 ٍو ظًُذ ثبنعىد ألَهب رزًُص ثكضسح انغُىو وانعحت يًب َجعم  انعىدانهُبنٍ َعزحت حسس األزض ف

 .انطقط ثبزدا فٍ انُهبز ودافئب أصُبء انهُم

P1: It is desirable to plow the land in black nights and it’s called black nights be-

cause it is characterized by over clouds, which makes the weather cold in the day 

and warm during the night. 

 

In the paragraph P1, the event Evt2 = َعزحت / desirable which has an argument  حسس

-plow the land. The event Evt1 differs from the event Evt2, but they are re / األزض

lated.  

We need an analysis to get the simple temporal answer (e.g. 14 ٍجبَف / 14th January). 

This intelligent analysis is called Temporal Inference. It is concerned with building 

systems that automatically answer questions in a natural language by extracting a 

precise answer from a corpus of documents. 

But, for the example above, the answer A1 presents complex temporal information 

which is not extracted by the analysis of temporal inference; it needs to refer to a 

temporal resource. 

3 The temporal notion in Arabic language 

There are several motivating factors for the choice to use the Arabic temporal notion. 

Such factors are: 

 Arabic is a very rich and complex language, 

 Temporal information is an important dimension of any information space, 

 Arabic temporal information is an essential component in text comprehen-

sion and useful in a large number of automatic language processing applica-

tions, 

 The temporal entities are expressed in different ways, 

 For temporal information, we find several representations. This causes ambi-

guity. 
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Example of ambiguity: For the example of انضىزح انزىَعُخ / Tunisian Revolution can be 

expressed as follows: 

     17 / 12 / 2010 

     17- 12 - 2010 

 17 / 17 dysmbr  2010  2010دَعًجس     

2010 األول كبَىٌ 17  / 17 kAnwn Al>wl 2010 

٢٠١٠ األول كبَىٌ ١٧  / ١٧ kAnwn Al>wl ٢٠١٠ 

2010انعبثع عشس يٍ دَعًجس   / AlsAbE E$r mn dysmbr 2010 

For the word «دَعًجس /December/dysmbr», we also find the following words which are 

equivalent « دجُجس/ djnbr,  ذو انحجخ / * / w AlHjp» and for the year 2010 we can also 

find the year  ٌ1432/1432هجس  hjry /1432 Hijri or 2010/2010 ٌيُالد  mylAdy /2010 

gregorian. 

An another example of ambiguity: Table 1 shows an example of the multiple designa-

tion of the months of the year. 

 

Table1. Example of month representation variety 

 

English Arabic 

March : يبزض  يبزض\ mArs ,آذاز  \|*Ar, انًسَخ \ Almryx 

June : ٌَىَُى  جىا \ ywnyw ,َىَُه\ ywnyh ,ٌحصَسا \ HzyrAn 

August : أود أود \ >wt ,  أغعطط\ >gsTs,غشذ \g$t, آة \ |b 

September : ظجزًجس  ظجزًجس\ sbtmbr, شزًجس\ $tmbr,شزُجس \ $tnbr,أَهىل \ >ylwl 

November : َىفًجس  َىفًجس\ nwfmbr ,ٍَرشسٍَ انضب \ t$ryn AlvAny, َىَجس \ nwnbr 

 

To extract temporal information, a model is needed to precisely define such informa-

tion in documents (or rather the corresponding textual expressions) and to classify 

them. The classification is based on how the temporal terms are presented. 

4 Proposed method 

In this section, we propose a method for a question answering system based on the 

construction of a temporal resource for the resolution of temporal inference for the 

Arabic language. The proposed method involves three main stages presented in figure 

1, namely: (1) question analysis, (2) document processing, (3) answer processing. In 

the following subsections, we will detail the different sub-stages used in this proposed 

method. 
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4.1 Question Analysis 

The objective of question analysis is to understand asked question. This stage consists 

of representing the characteristics of the question which can facilitate us the treatment 

of the following stages of the system. This analysis focuses on the extraction of 

named entities and verbs. 

Indeed, our input is a question bearing temporal information only who starts with one 

of the signals presented in Table 2 and the other types of questions are not part of the 

subject of our research. 

Table2. Temporal signals 

 

Temporal signals in Arabic Temporal signals in English 

 When يزً

 Since when يُر يزً

( أصجح - كبٌ - أقبو - يكش - داو  How(long-stay-many-much) كى (

( ربزَخ - َىو - شهس -  شيٍ - وقذ - عبو  In Which (year-time-day-date-month-era) فٍ أٌ (

( ربزَخ - َىو - شهس - حقجخ - شيٍ - وقذ - عبو )  Until which(year-time-day-date-month-era)  أٌي إل

 

 

Fig. 1. Process of the proposed method 
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Extraction of named entities. 

Named entities are presented as a word or a group of words as semantically textual 

objects that can be names of people, names of organizations or companies, place, 

names, dates, quantities, distances, monetary units, percentages. 

The detection of named entities (NE) in Arabic is a potential pretreatment and 

represents a serious challenge taken into account the specificities of the Arabic lan-

guage. We proceed at this level to the extraction of the NE that occurs in each ques-

tion for the purpose of building an NE base that will be useful to the following stage 

of answer processing. 

 

Extraction of verbs. 

The extraction of verbs is based on the decomposition of the question in order to ex-

tract the verb that exits. This verb will be stored in a base of verbs that will be useful 

for the following stage of answer processing. 

4.2 Document Processing 

Downloading articles. 

This step consists in downloading articles from the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. In 

fact, we automatically download the articles which contain the extracted named enti-

ties (NE) from the previous stage and we will retrieve the Infobox, if it is existed be-

cause we will use it after for the verification of candidate answers. The structuring of 

Wikipedia articles requires pretreatment, a segmentation that leads to the extraction of 

relevant sentences. 

 

Pre-treatment of articles. 

We keep the textual content of previously downloaded articles. The content of the 

article requires a pre-treatment like; elimination of empty words that are presented as 

parentheses, symbols, spacious characters and words that are not in Arabic as well as 

links and images. 

 

Segmentation. 

Segmentation is a linguistic pretreatment of one or more cleaned texts to process them 

later. It consists of dividing the text into paragraphs and then into sentences. We ap-

plied the approach proposed by [13]. This approach is based on the contextual explo-

ration of markers of punctuations, connective words as well as some particles such as 

coordination conjunctions. 

 

Extraction of temporal sentences. 

A determined selection of sentences contains one or more temporal information. This 

task consists of filtering useful information that is considered relevant to facilitate the 

retrieval of answers. 
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Extraction of temporal information. 

This step consists on extracting all the existing temporal information in the sentences 

and presenting them according to their categorization in our temporal resource. 

 

Construction of temporal resource. 

This is the fundamental task of our research work; it’s a temporal resource specific to 

the Arabic language. It allows to identify and unify all the extracted complex tempor-

al information substituted into categories (as illustrated in table 3), which purpose is 

to solve all the problems handled in temporal inferences and to facilitate the acquisi-

tion of the relevant answer. 

Table3. Categorisation of time information 

 

CATEGORY NUMBER 

Solar months :  األشهس انشًعُخ/ Al>$hr Al$msyp 42 

Lunar months : األشهس انقًسَخ/ Al>$hr Alqmryp 12 

Dates: انزىازَخ/ AltwAryx 1860 

Hijri Year: ظُخ هجسَخ / snp hjryp 31 

Gregorian Year: ظُخ يُالدَخ/ snp mylAdyp 1910 

Agricultural seasons :  وانًىاض انفالحُخ / AlmwAsmAlflAHyp 24 

Feasts : األعُبد/ Al>EyAd 73 

Temporal markers : عاليبد انىقذ/ ElAmAt Alwqt 31 

Islamic dates : انزىازَخ اإلظاليُخ/ AltwAryx Al<slAmyp 56 

 

We collected a set of Arabic temporal information of different categories from the 

Wikipedia, Internet, and through the temporal sentences extracted from NOOJ in 

order to build a well-structured database (table 4) named Temporal Resource. Its pur-

pose is to facilitate the identification of temporal information, to solve all ambiguities 

and to have a quick answer in a standard format. 

Table4. Extract from the temporal resource 

 

TEMPORAL 

INFORMATION 

Matches Unification 

 August : أود أود – أغعطط -أة g$t /غشذ

 November : َىفًجس  انضبٍَرشسٍَ - َىفًجس  nwnbr / َىَجس

14 : 14   فىزاز14  - شجبط 14 - فجساَس 14  -فُفسٌ qrp AlEnz 14 /قسح انعُص
th

 Februaryٌفُفس 

 انُىو انعبنًٍ نهًسأح

/Alywm AlEAlmy 

llmr>p 

 يبزض March 8  : 8  انًسَخ8 -  آذاز8- يبزض  8

 Alvwrp /انضىزح انزىَعُخ

Altwnsyp 

2010 زدجُت 17  - 2010 األول كبَىٌ 17  :17 دَعًجس 2010  

17
th

 December 2010 

the 1 : 1 األول – يطهع  -غسح  AlfAtH / انفبرح
st
 

4.3 Answer Processing 
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Unification of temporal sentences. 

A task of unification is applied to the extracted temporal sentences whose aim is to 

detect, identify and normalize all the complex temporal information under the same 

writing format to facilitate the extraction of the relevant answers. We used for this 

phase our Arabic temporal resource. 

 

: P1 ٍوظًُذ ثبنعىد ألَهب رزًُص ثكضسح انغُىو وانعحت يًب َجعم  انعىدانهُبنٍ َعزحت حسس األزض ف

 .انطقط ثبزدا فٍ انُهبز ودافئب أصُبء انهُم

P1: It is desirable to plow the land in black nights and it’s called black because it is 

characterized by over clouds, which makes the weather cold in the day and warm 

during the night. 

 

After UNIFICATION: 

 

: P1 ٍوظًُذ ثبنعىد ألَهب رزًُص ثكضسح انغُىو وانعحت يًب   فُفس02ٌ إنً جبَفٍ 14َعزحت حسس األزض ف

 .َجعم انطقط ثبزدا فٍ انُهبز ودافئب أصُبء انهُم

P1: It is desirable to plow the land in 14
th

 January to 02
nd

 February and it’s called 

black because it is characterized by over clouds, which makes the weather cold in the 

day and warm during the night. 

 

Extraction of synonyms and antonyms verbs. 

At this step, we will extract a list of synonyms and antonyms for the verbs detected in 

the analysis module of the question. This extraction is made from a lexical resource 

for the Arabic language called Arabic WordNet (AWN) based on the design and con-

tent of Princeton WordNet and linked to other WordNet for other languages. 

 

Extraction of relevant passages. 

We have a set of relevant sentences from which we will extract a set of candidate 

sentences. Indeed, a sentence is considered as a candidate when we can deduce the 

elements of answer to our question asked at the beginning. In our case: 

 It comprises the detected NE of the starting question, 

 It comprises both the NE or a name of signal and the same verb as that of the 

question or belonging to the list of synonyms of this verb. 

 It comprises both the detected NE of the starting question or a name of signal 

and a verb belonging to the list of antonyms of the question verb. 

 

Filtering candidate answers. 

The filtering task makes it possible to obtain a set of candidate sentences containing 

the most maximum of answers likely to be correct. It eliminates answers that do not 

carry certain conditions and filters for the rest of the candidate answers based on a 

temporal inference mechanism. 

 

Scheduling answers based on passages. 

We calculated for each answer corresponding to the question the number of occur-

rences of the extracted named entity. A score S of relevance is based on the number of 
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occurrences of term t in the passage p with S: Score, t: Named entity and p: Passage 

associated with each answer. 

We ranked the relevance of the passages according to the number of occurrences of 

terms (C t).The score varies between 1 and 15 named entities; we fixed this condition 

according to the results obtained during this step. 

If the score S > = 1 and S < 4: the passage is considered to be weakly relevant, 

S > = 4 and S <= 8:  the passage is considered moderately relevant, 

S > 8 and S <= 15:  the passage is considered highly relevant. 

 

Answer generation. 

The generation of the answer is based on a comparison between the answer and the 

details extracted from infobox which generally contains the most important temporal 

information. 

5 Evaluation 

Evaluation is an essential task in the development of computer applications for the 

TALN. It aims to analyze the performance of our proposed method cited in the pre-

vious section. For this evaluation, we collected a corpus in Arabic language composed 

of a set of 500 temporal questions from the TREC corpus (Text REtrieval Confe-

rence) and from a list of questions produced in TERQAS Workshop. We got 

25533articles download from Wikipedia for the questions collected. 

Table 5. Experiment results 

 

Number of questions Number of articles Temporal Relations 

500 25533 12947 

 

In our collection of downloaded articles, almost 0.48% of Wikipedia articles not con-

tain an infobox, 0.30% are empty articles. Indeed, these noted temporal relations are 

relevant sentences whose correct answer is in one or some of them. 

Subsequently, our temporal resource composed of 6 categories presented previously 

in step of construction of temporal resource. 

Finally, the performance of an Ar-TQAS system can be measured by the metrics of 

evaluations introduced by [14]. 

Table 6. Results of System Ar-TQAS 

 

Recall Precision F-measure 

0.76 0.70 0.72 

6 Conclusion 

The representation of temporal information in Arabic language is one of the most 

important problems in the automatic processing of natural language (NLP). In this 

paper, we have presented a work that deals with temporal information involving sev-
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eral forms of inference in Arabic language. The notion of temporality has been dealt 

with in the context of a question and answer system. We proposed a new method for 

the resolution of temporal inference based on the construction of an Arabic temporal 

resource. Then, the overall objective is to solve the problems of temporal inference 

analysis. The Ar-TQAS system has been developed. This system makes it possible to 

deal with the complex temporal information and generates an answer from a corpus of 

texts. The evaluation Ar-TQAS system has shown encouraging results. In the future, 

we aim to extend the corpus of questions and the basis of the Arabic temporal infor-

mation too, to obtain a specific temporal resource that must be useful in different 

domains. 
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